LANCS CAT CLUB SHOW – 11.3.17
Mrs Sally Tokens
A special thank you to Christine and Janet for their invitation back to Wigan. I had a
super time and thank you for your hospitality. My steward was Alan who helped guide me
through a busy day.
OLYMPIAN ADULT MALE; OLY GR CC; Fujalska-Axon UK OSI GR CH DELPHINIUM
SWEET WILLIAM brown spotted British with wonderful bone and superb weight. Lovely
shape to the body and sturdy legs. Ears are small in size and well placed. Cheeks are very
full and rounded. Round eyes which are well opened and orange in colour. Level bite. Chin
quite firm and just lines up with the end of the nose. Thick tail of a medium length with a
rounded tip. A dense short coat which is lovely and crisp. Spots evident to his sides. Some
rings on his tail. Tabby markings to the face with a nicely marked m to the forehead and
lines across the cheeks. Necklaces to the chest. Lovely warmth of colouring to the
undercoat and spots sound in colour to the roots. Fabulous temperament a real sweetie.
RES OLY GR CC; Brown UK OSI GR CH HEMLOCK SPOTTY MULDOON brown spotted
Oriental who really knows how to show himself off. Medium to large in size with a very
good length to the body and his body, legs and feet are all in proportion. Slender legs and
oval shaped paws. Tail long and tapering to the tip. Lovely width between the ears. Straight
profile and chin near level with the end of the nose. Level bite. Ears are large in size and
wide at the base, set as to follow the lines of the wedge. Eyes have an oriental shape and
nice green colour. Lovely spots to his sides, broken scarab to the top of his head. Well
marked m to the forehead and lines across the cheeks from the corner of the eyes. Coat
close lying and fine in texture. Coat not quite as warm in colour as the winner and this was
the reason for the placing.
3 Dalton-Hobbs IGR CH LORASTON BILLY-IDOL cream and white British who is very
nicely developed for his age, just not got the mature look of the winner yet, but never the
less a smashing lad. Cobby body with a level back. Medium in size. Lovely breadth to the
cheeks and a nicely rounded face. Small ears which are rounded at the tips and fitting
nicely into the rounded contour of the head. Round eyes of a very good size and lovely
depth of orange colouring. Level bite. Firm chin. Short legs with strong bone. Tail of a
medium length being thicker at the base and rounded tip. Short coat with a nice density
and good crisp feel. Large white chevron to the face, white to his legs, chest and tummy.
White extending up the flanks and conforming to the standard of one third white. Cream
colouring sound and even to the roots and a lovely pale colour, set off by gleaming white,
beautifully groomed.
4 Phillips IGR CH MELKELTER VALCHEKOVA RUS a M 24.7.12. Russian Blue, very good
length to the body. Medium to large in size and nicely muscled. A strong head which
balances beautifully with the body. Medium wedge. Flat between the ears and with a very
good Russian look. A prominent muzzle and a level bite. Ears are large and pointed being
wide at the base and set vertical. Eyes showing a slant towards the ears and I would have
just liked a touch more depth of green colouring for perfection. Long legs bearing oval
paws. Tail long in length and tapering. A double coat is evident with a silver sheen to the

face, flanks and legs. A few faint tabby markings can be seen on his tail and his coat is a
touch open around the base of the tail. Medium blue in colouring which is even all over the
body. In very good condition and a delight to handle.
5 Mlynek & Hayward OBI GR CH MLYWARD XANTI blue birman of two years old. Very
good bone structure and lovely substance. Excellent temperament and a real character.
Ears are medium in size and well set. Cheeks and muzzle are nicely formed. Well shaped
eyes of a very good blue colouring. Slight dip to the profile. Level bite. Chin just about in
line with the end of the nose. Gloves are low but evenly marked. Socks are even. Gauntlets
are broad and even in length. Coat just lacking in undercoat today and with some shading to
the body coat, small ruff to frame the face. If he had a little more undercoat his placing
would have been much higher. Tail medium in length and lightly covered.
6 Kidd IGR CH SKIDOOSH SILVER SHOGUN black silver classic tabby British of nearly
six years old. A real strapping lad with excellent strong bone and very good substance.
Just looking a little tall on his legs today. Fabulous temperament and a delight to handle.
Ears well placed and just fitting in to the contours of the head which is broad and strong.
Cheeks are broad and his eyes are a lovely round shape, light green in colour. Level bite.
Chin in line with the end of the nose. Coat dense and fairly crisp. Very nice black markings
on a silver ground colour. Spine line and a line running parallel either side. Butterfly to the
shoulders, oysters on his flanks, markings to his legs and good facial markings. Tail short in
length and showing some stud tail today.
NOT PLACED; Kidd OSIGR CH CATYKES EDWINSON blue silver classic tabby British
approaching eight years old. Another strapping lad with excellent strong bone and very
good weight. Sturdy legs and nicely rounded paws. Ears not quite fitting in to the contours
of the head. Masculine head with lovely rounded cheeks. Level bite. Large eyes which are
round in shape and a nice orange colouring. Tail of a medium length and nicely covered. Coat
has quite a good density and fairly crisp in texture. Very nice classic pattern with a well
marked m to the forehead and lines across the cheeks from the corner of the eyes. Tabby
markings to the legs and a well marked butterfly to the shoulders with oyster markings on
the flanks. Some rings are evident to the tail. Blue markings on a blue silvery ground
colouring.
NOT PLACED; Stark IGR CH DUSHENKA ORPHIEL RUS a M 7.6.14 Russian blue. Lovely
length to the body not as powerful as it could be. Medium in size. Wedge is medium in
length. His head balances with the body and he has a flat top of head between the ears. A
lovely Russian look showing a slight shallow curve. When relaxed he is showing a prominent
muzzle of a good breadth. Level bite. Ears are large in size and you can encourage him to
hold them nicely vertical to the head. Very good green eye colouring to the eyes which
have an upward slant and I would just prefer them a touch larger in size for perfection.
His tail is tapering and long in length. Small oval shaped paws. Double undercoat which
stands away and has a soft texture. The odd very faint marking to his sides with the coat
of a medium blue colour showing just a very gradual shade lighter colour to the roots.
NOT PLACED; Stalker IGR CH AUREUS FIRECRACKER red Burmese of nearly two years
old. Head is in proportion to the body and showing a short wedge with a good width at the

cheeks. Rounded brow and a flat top to the head. Lovely nose break and a level bite. Chin
just level with the end of the nose. Eyes showing a slant to the top line and a nicely
rounded lower line showing a slight golden yellow colouring. Ears are medium in size and
with a slightly tilt forward. Tail of a medium length and is slightly lighter in colour. Lovely
tangerine red to the ears and mask with his sides lighter in colour. Coat close lying to the
body and showing some gloss. Lovely temperament and easy to handle.
PERSIAN GRAND PREMIER; IMP GR PC; Stewart GR PR BARLEYFIELDS
PADDINGTONBEAR red lad who is two and half years old. Very good bone structure and
weight with a short cobby body set low on the legs. Ears a touch open and well positioned.
Well developed skull, cheeks are nice and full. Eyes large and rounded of a very good deep
orange colour. Short broad nose and a good break. Level bite. Full coat with a lovely
undercoat, soft in texture and well presented. Excellent depth of red which is nice and
sound in colour. Short full tail.
AV SLH GRAND CHAMPION MALE; IMP GR CC; Lynch GR CH MAGISRAGIS PIGGY
MALONE seal bi colour ragdoll with very good bone and substance. Solid lad. Ears are
slightly tilting forward and medium in size. Flat plane to the top of the head. Cheeks
showing a good width and a nicely formed muzzle. Eyes with a slightly oblique shape and
very good blue colour. Gentle dip to the profile. Level bite. Lovely coat texture, soft to
touch and with some undercoat. Well presented. White to his legs, tummy and a
symmetrically marked inverted v to the face. White patch to the nape of the neck. Tail
balances with the body length. Excellent temperament.
RES IMP GR CC; Wilson GR CH JULESCOON MERLINN red classic tabby maine coon.
Rectangular body shape. Well boned with nice substance. Ears are set quite high with a
good width apart and long tufts. I would prefer the cheeks to be a little fuller, showing
high set cheek bones. Eyes have a slightly oblique aperture and set and light gold in colour.
Slight concave curve at the nasal bridge. Square muzzle. Level bite. Chin has nice depth
just needing a touch more breadth. Long tail which is lightly furnished. Coat lacking in
undercoat today with a soft top coat. Butterfly just visible, good facial markings. Not too
happy today and not showing himself off.
AV SLH GRAND CHAMPION FEMALE; IMP GR CC; Morton GR CH BULLAMOOR
SCARLET STAR red point Birman. Strong bone and with a nice weight. Well placed ears
which are medium in size. Cheeks showing a good width and the muzzle is well formed. Eyes
are almost round in shape and very nice blue colour. Slight dip to the profile. Level bite.
Front right reaches the stopper pad but does not go past. Left sock a touch higher.
Gauntlets are broad and even. Rich red colouring to the ears and mask with the legs
slightly lighter in colour. Full coat with a slight golden hue. Tail balanced with the body and
is nicely furnished.
RES IMP GR CC; Brewood GR CH NOYNAROCK CHLOE blue tortie smoke and white
Norwegian. Medium in size and with a good length to the body. Ears are set high and open
at the base with small tufts. Triangular head shape which is just about equilateral. Slight
dip to the profile. Level bite. Chin just falling away slightly. Level bite. Oval shaped eyes
which are large and expressive. Level bite. She tends to puff her whisker pads which spoils

her look. Blue very dark in colour and some cream evident to the coat to form the tortie
pattern. Coarse texture can be felt and lacking in undercoat at present. Tail reaching the
shoulders and is lightly furnished.
AC BIRMAN PREMIER; GR PC; Brown GR PR DALTEEMA CAIRNGORM cream point
Birman who has a lovely temperament and is medium in size. Lovely bone structure and good
weight. Well placed ears of a medium size. Cheeks are full and the muzzle is well
developed. Medium blue eye colour to almost round shaped eyes. Slight dip to his profile.
Level bite. Pleasing expression. Coat is soft to touch and with a limited amount of
undercoat. Lovely cream colouring to all the points which are equally matched in the depth
of colouring. Clear body coat which has a nice amount of undercoat. Tail nicely covered and
almost reaching the shoulders. Lovely temperament.
SEAL POINT BIRMAN ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Pool SARMOYAH ZUCCHERO only just over
a year old and with a very playful temperament and well grown for his age. Super bone and
substance. Ears of a medium size which are very nicely positioned. Cheeks of a lovely width
and the muzzle is well developed. Level bite. Eyes are almost round in shape and showing a
very good blue colour. Medium length nose with a slight dip in the profile. Gloves are
equally marked. Socks are a touch high but even. Gauntlets very broad and well matched in
length. Clear body coat set off by good seal brown points. Tail balances with the body and
is lightly covered.
SEAL POINT BIRMAN NEUTER; 1 PC; Fletcher KENDALIAN ZAHRA-ROSE a solid
female not yet a year old. Nice bone structure and lovely substance. Well set ears which
are medium in size and her cheeks are quite full with just a very tiny pinch in the muzzle.
Profile has a slight dip and a small bump. Level bite. Well shaped eyes large and almost
round in shape with a very good blue colouring. Gloves are even with well marked socks.
Gauntlets are equal in length and breadth. Coat lacking in undercoat today and still a little
topsy turvy, probably going through a change of coat with some shading further down the
hair shaft. Tail reaching the shoulders and is lightly covered. All the points are matching in
seal brown colouring.
BOB; Spotswood GR CH & GR PR BEAUBRIGHT SOPHIA this lady was nearly eleven years
old and certainly in very good condition and not looking her age at all. Well boned with
lovely weight. Nicely set ears which are of a medium size. Cheeks having a nice width and
the muzzle showing just a tiny pinch. Profile has a slight dip and she has a level bite.
Medium blue colouring to almost round eyes. Level bite. Gloves symmetrically marked. Left
sock a touch higher. Gauntlets are nice and even. Body coat free from any shading with
some undercoat, soft in texture and well presented. A super seal brown colouring to all the
points.
ORIENTAL BLUE ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Jackson DRUIDSWAY KEOPS sixteen months old
and a nicely developed lad of a medium size. Body, legs and feet are all in proportion.
Slender legs with small oval shaped paws. Tail long and reaching the shoulder blades,
tapering to the tip. A nice width to the top of the head and a very minimal dip in the
profile. Chin not quite level with the end of the nose. Level bite. Ears are large in size and
I would have liked just a touch more width at the base so as to follow the lines of the

wedge. Oriental eye shape and a good green colouring of a fairly good size. Coat is short in
length and close lying with the blue a little dark in colour at the moment but the same
colour down to the roots. A nice gloss can be seen.
FAWN POINT SIAMESE ADULT; BOB; Helm GR CH VELVETINA FAWNTOCAPTIVATE
just over six years old. Medium in size with a svelte body and good length. Well balanced
body, legs and feet with slender legs and well shaped paws. Tail of a medium length and
tapering to the tip. A nice width to the top of the head and her profile has a very tiny dip.
Level bite albeit a number of her teeth are missing. Her chin just falls away slightly. Ears
are large and only just set as to follow the lines of the wedge. Eyes slanting towards the
nose and a clear blue colouring. Her body coat is close lying and short in length with a fine
texture. Very nice fawn colouring to the points which are all equally matched in the depth
of colour.
LILAC POINT SIAMESE ADULT; BOB; Palmer CH TINTALLY MOONLIGHT seventeen
months old and a medium sized female with a long svelte body. Well balanced body, legs
and feet. Slim legs with small oval shaped paws. Tail of a medium length and tapering to the
tip. A good width between the ears. Fine muzzle. Profile is straight. Her chin just falls
away slightly. Large ears which are wide at the base and set as to follow the lines of the
wedge. Oriental shaped eyes which are a brilliant blue colouring. Just a tiny amount of
shading to the flanks, lilac points are soft in colour and nicely matched. I think she may
have not long finished mothering some babies!
AC PERSIAN BREEDERS KITTEN; 1 Harrop SHAKIRAH SUM-LIKE-ITHOT red tabby
colourpoint with an excellent coat and rich red points with some tabby markings visible.
Very nice exhibit.
2 Thornburn ALINDAS DIAMOND INTHE DARK black tortie and white. Not very happy
today. Lovely type and good copper eye colour. Well patched coat.
AC PERSIAN RADIUIS NEUTER; 1 Smith ALGERNON PICCOLO blue and white, large
lad with a very good coat, long and full and well presented. Blue just a shade lighter
towards the roots.
AV SLH SENIOR ADULT; 1 Wilson GR CH JULESCOON MERLINN red classic tabby
maine coon.
AV TURKISH, SOMALI OR RAGDOLL KITTEN; 1 Cowsill JAZZRAGZ SINGING THE
BLUES blue colourpointed ragdoll. Strong bone and good weight. Clear body coat. Lovely
cheeks and muzzle.
2 Wilson MYPAWS SOLO blue colourpointed Ragdoll. Ran the winner very close, muzzle not
quite as strong on this lad as the winner and that was the only deciding factor. Wonderful
temperament.
AC MAINE COON OR NORWEGIAN FOREST CAT/KITTEN; 1 Gillespy JULESCOON
OTTO brown classic tabby and white Maine Coon. Large ears with long tufts. Lovely
breadth and depth to the chin. Profuse tail.
2 Richardson KASSARO ALASKAN-SILVER silver classic tabby Maine Coon with a very
good length to the body. Large ears which are set high with a good width apart and light
gold eyes. Another lovely exhibit.

3 Ryan DARKTOWER DAKOTABLUE blue Maine Coon.
AC MAINE COON OR NORWEGIAN FOREST CAT/KITTEN; 1 Timperley ANGLEZARKE
GUINEVERE tortie classic tabby and white Maine Coon with a shallow concave curve at the
nasal bridge. Very good tabby markings and vibrant colours to the coat.
2 Lawson ANGLEZARKE HANSEL brown classic tabby and white Maine Coon. A wee baby
with large ears bearing long tufts. Shallow concave curve to the nasal bridge. Sweet kitten.
3 Stanley ELMCOON MR ELLERY brown classic tabby Maine Coon.
AV SLH NOVICE NEUTER; 1 Guise ELMCOON ZYLO SILVERBULLION silver classic
tabby Maine coon. Very good coat length with some undercoat and well groomed. Soft in
texture.
AC BURMESE ADULT; 1 Andringa NATIZE INDIGO blue. Short wedge, small roll off to
the nose. Lovely golden yellow eye colouring to well shaped eyes.
AC ORIENTAL ARISTOCRAT ADULT; 1 Brownrigg HEMLOCK COR BLIMEY CHARLIE
chocolate and white. Large ears which are wide at the base. Straight profile and good eye
colour.
2 Jackson DRUIDSWAY KEOPS blue.
AC ORIENTAL BREEDERS ADULT; 1 Devlin GR CH BAROUSHKA BI DESIGN ticked
tabby black silver and white. Very good ear size and set. Slight dip in profile. Lovely silver
colouring.
2 Brownrigg HEMLOCK COR BLIMEY CHARLIE chocolate and white.
3 Hirst TOGHAR MCILROY lilac.
AC ORIENTAL ADULT NOT BRED BY EXHIBITOR; 1 Keoghan TEFNUT FELIX
chocolate ticked tabby with a lovely ticked coat, solid along the spine. Very good type and
balance.
AC ORIENTAL VISITORS KITTEN; 1 Edwards HEMLOCK SPIRAL SPARROW brown
spotted and white. Just enough white to conform to the standard. Some linkage to the odd
spot.
2 Tonkinson TENAJ MYSTICMEMORY lilac. Very good eye colour with the eyes just a
touch deep set. Nice lilac colouring to the coat which is even in tone.
TABBY, TORTIE, RED OR CREAM SIAMESE/BALINESE ADULT; 1 Cassar-Simmonds
DEBIKAT NEMESIS red point. Excellent blue eye colour. Red could be a touch deeper in
colouring. Lovely temperament and type.
2 Walker GR CH COSITA DARCEY BUSSELL blue tabby point. Lovely tabby markings.
Some shading to the body.
CINNAMON,CARAMEL, FAWN OR APRICOT SIAMESE/BALINESE ADULT; 1 Helm
GR CH VELVETENA FAWNTOCAPTIVATE fawn point.
TABBY, TORTIE, RED OR CREAM SIAMESE/BALINESE KITTEN; 1 Cassar-Simmonds
LV*ALARIO UMA seal tortie point. Large ears which are wide at the base. Slight dip in
the profile. Soft, close lying coat.
2 Calloway SIAMAZING SPECKS OF-GOLD chocolate tortie point. Well placed ears and
wide at the base. Coat just a smidge long. Varying shades of red with seal brown to the
points.

3 Roberts NYSTALA GALADRIAL chocolate tortie point.

